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ABSTRACT

Ad hoc networks employing adaptive-transmission protocols can alter transmission
parameters over a particular link to suit the perceived channel environment.

Such

capabilities can lead to significant performance improvements over statically configured
protocols. Ad hoc networks rely on channel-access mechanisms to govern temporal use
of the transmission medium amongst the individual network nodes. Effective operation
of a channel-access mechanism can improve the ability of a physical-layer adaptivetransmission protocol to accommodate changing channel conditions. Joint consideration
of the interoperability of these two mechanisms motivates cross-layer design of adaptivetransmission protocols for ad hoc networks.
In this thesis we examine the integration of a new channel-access mechanism with a
physical-layer adaptive-transmission protocol to create a cross-layer protocol with
enhanced capabilities. We derive specific physical-layer measurements which are used
by each node in the network to control channel-access behavior in a distributed manner.
We examine the design tradeoffs associated with various protocol strategies and compare
the performance of several protocols.

Effective ways to integrate spatial reuse

capabilities without introducing excessive interference into the network are investigated.
We propose a distributed heuristic using cross-layer information to drive a channelaccess protocol which works in conjunction with an adaptive-transmission protocol. We
show that the new protocol outperforms statically configured transmission protocols as
well as protocols which act independently of cross-layer enhancements.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Ad hoc networks
An ad hoc network is a self-organizing wireless network that operates without a base
terminal or any other centralized network infrastructure. The nodes control network
communications in a distributed manner with minimal communications overhead.
Distributed mobile networks are advantageous in that they provide quickly deployable
means of communications in situations where permanent networks have been disabled or
are not feasible to establish. Examples of such situations include a broad range of
military and disaster relief applications. Distributed protocols for ad hoc networks must
be able to accommodate changing channel conditions [1].

Adaptive-transmission

protocols which can sense and adapt to such changes are required to achieve reliable and
efficient network communications. Protocols must provide a channel-access mechanism
to allow all nodes in the network to have sufficient access to the channel without
introducing unnecessary interference to the surrounding network. Interference from a
neighboring node that is not the intended source of a transmission, which is referred to as
multiple-access interference, poses a fundamental challenge to designers of ad hoc
networking protocols.

1.2 Protocol design strategies
There are several strategies for dealing with interference caused by other
transmissions in the network. In one strategy, similar to that used in the IEEE 802.11
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protocol, the network attempts to prevent such interference by allowing only one
transmission at a time [2]. However, this method restricts performance gains that occur
when simultaneous transmissions can coexist. Further complications arise when the
network is not fully connected and a node might not be aware of transmissions occurring
just outside of the node’s transmission range. This common problem is referred to as the
hidden-terminal problem [3]. Another strategy for dealing with interference caused by
other transmissions is to take advantage of the multiple-access capability of directsequence spread-spectrum signaling [4] by adapting the coding or spreading for a
particular link to mitigate the multiple-access interference.

However, this method

requires additional bandwidth resources or decreases the information rate for the link.
Coding and spreading adaptation is also limited by the system capabilities and cannot
always overcome extreme levels of multiple-access interference. One such case is the so
called near-far interference problem [5] in which a receiver node attempts to receive a
transmission when the received power from the desired transmitting node is significantly
less than the received power from an interfering transmission. Although each channelaccess strategy works well in some situations, neither strategy works well in all
situations.
We combine spatial reuse techniques with spreading adaptation to derive efficient
cross-layer protocols for direct-sequence spread-spectrum packet radio networks. We
extend previous adaptive link-layer capabilities [6] to take advantage of the ability of the
medium access control (MAC) protocol to mitigate near-far interference and allow lowerlayer mechanisms to be more efficient at link adaptation. Previous work [7] has shown
that significant performance gains can be obtained by designing MAC protocols to work
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in conjunction with adaptive-transmission protocols.

We suggest use of specific

physical-layer measurements to control a distributed MAC protocol. We show that using
certain MAC methods in conjunction with an adaptive-transmission protocol outperforms
statically configured physical layer protocols as well as adaptive physical-layer protocols
that operate independently of the MAC protocol.

1.3 Brief literature review
The various strategies for mitigating multiple-access interference can be broadly
categorized by power control, rate control, or transmission scheduling. Energy is a
valuable resource in distributed networks and efficient expenditure of power is needed to
prolong battery life.

Several protocols that use power control to provide efficient

network operation are given in [8]. For one such protocol it is claimed that the same
minimum power level that preserves network connectivity should be used for each link in
the network to maximize throughput [9]. Another power-control strategy [10] uses a
two-phase, centralized algorithm for dealing with multiple-access interference.

A

scheduling phase is used to eliminate interference via temporal separation of significant
interfering transmissions and a power-control phase then operates in a distributed manner
to satisfy the interference tolerances of the remaining transmissions.

A centralized

method for determining optimal parameters for power, coding rate, and scheduling is
given in [11] for a small number of nodes only. However, the method is not tractable for
larger networks nor does it suggest distributed mechanisms to select the optimal
operational parameters.
Distributed protocols rely on overhead traffic to coordinate information about the
network environment and to control network operation.

One distributed power-
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controlled protocol [12] uses an interference margin to determine which subsequent
transmissions can occur without disrupting already scheduled transmissions.

This

protocol, however, relies on the assumption that an additional transceiver is available at
each node to correctly estimate interference tolerances to schedule future transmissions.
A single-channel protocol for distributed transmission scheduling that employs session
synchronization prior to each slot is described in [13]. Each synchronization period is
used to determine which subset of transmissions can occur in the following session and to
set the transmission powers of the nodes. Hence, spatial reuse is governed solely by
transmission power restrictions.

This protocol, however, becomes very difficult to

implement as the number of nodes to coordinate becomes significant and the network is
not fully connected.

Protocols that employ spatial reuse are proposed in [14] for

heterogeneous networks with both directional and omnidirectional antennas. The
protocols allow reuse of multiple traffic channels based on estimates of the total
interference power at the receiver and the multiple-access interference generated by the
transmitter. Like the MAC protocols defined in [12-14], the protocol presented in this
thesis employs an exchange of control packets to coordinate channel access. However,
the decision mechanism which governs channel reuse for our protocol differs
considerably from the previous protocols and is driven by different assumptions
concerning the capabilities of the physical layer and the mechanisms for controlling
transmission parameters.
Several protocols exist which employ adaptive-transmission protocols to react to
dynamic channel conditions. The protocol investigated in [15] develops specific channel
quality estimates for direct-sequence spread-spectrum systems that operate in multipath
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environments to drive an energy-efficient adaptive-transmission protocol.

A similar

protocol for adaptive transmission in frequency-hop systems is given in [16]. The latter
work uses counts of errors and erasures which are used to drive transmission parameter
adaptation and route selection. The work described in [6] employs adaptive spreading at
the physical layer to dynamically adapt packet transmissions to accommodate levels of
interference based on channel quality estimates from previous packet transmissions. This
work provides a basis for the work presented in this thesis. The work in this thesis differs
in that it focuses on integration of lower-layer measurements in conjunction with
operation of higher-layer protocols. We use information from the physical layer to drive
a distributed MAC protocol.

This protocol, in turn, allows more efficient adaptive

capabilities to exist at the physical layer.

1.4 Organization of thesis
In this thesis we consider the design, implementation, and performance of a
distributed, cross-layer protocol. Chapter 2 provides a description of the system model
used in the design of the new protocol. Here we describe the physical-layer model as
well as the basic operations of the adaptive-transmission protocol and the MAC protocol.
Chapter 3 describes the operation and implementation of our cross-layer protocol. New
cross-layer metrics are derived which are used to drive the distributed protocol. Specific
information on the cross-layer requirements and description of protocol initialization and
implementation are included. Chapter 4 defines the simulation model and the metrics
used for performance evaluation.

Our new protocol is compared to several other

protocols in a variety of scenarios.

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of this

investigation as well as interpretation of significant findings.

CHAPTER 2
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 System model
In this thesis we examine a packet radio network employing a single transceiver with
two frequency channels and adaptive-transmission capabilities at the physical layer. One
of the channels is used exclusively for data packet transmissions while the other is
reserved for control packet transmissions. Prior to a data packet transmission, a node
wishing to transmit must coordinate via exchange of control packets with a receiver node
to initiate a point-to-point transmission. It is the full responsibility of the nodes to
coordinate transmissions in a distributed manner in this asynchronous environment. We
employ a system model that operates when significant contention for channel access
exists and operation of a particular node is highly dependent on the operation of the
neighboring nodes. Our system incorporates a standard network protocol stack; however,
this investigation is focused on physical and MAC-layer protocols. Implementation of a
routing protocol is not considered in the scope of this study and remains as an area of
future research. Transmission parameters are set according to the adaptive-transmission
protocol rules described in Section 2.4. Strategies for selecting transmission parameters
are discussed in Section 2.3. Channel access is the responsibility of the MAC-layer
model which is described in Section 2.5.
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2.2 Physical-layer model
We consider a direct-sequence spread-spectrum packet radio network. Data packets
consist of L encoded binary symbols which must be transmitted over the data channel.
Each symbol is spread by a spread-spectrum waveform consisting of N chips, so the data
portion of the packet comprises NL chips. We refer to N as the spreading factor for the
packet and N is restricted to be one of M values. The number of coded symbols per
packet and the chip transmission rate are fixed. Increasing the spreading factor also
increases the number of chips in the packet and hence increases the packet transmission
time. Each packet is encoded with a rate 1/2 convolutional code with constraint length 7
and binary phase shift keying with coherent demodulation and hard-decision decoding is
used at each node.
Our channel model is characterized by propagation loss, thermal noise, and multipleaccess interference. The acquisition model follows the work of [17] and [18]. As in [17],
the acquisition header length and threshold are selected to make the acquisition
probability much larger than the probability of successful decoding. The details of the
simulation model for decoding are given in [19]. The model is based on the first-event
error probability results from [5].

2.3 Adaptive-transmission strategy
The responsibility of the adaptive-transmission protocol is to adjust physical-layer
transmission parameters to accommodate the channel conditions as efficiently as
possible. This adaptation operates independently at each link and is not designed to make
joint decisions about transmission parameters for multiple links. For the purposes of
describing the adaptive-transmission protocol, we define a symbol-energy to interference
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plus noise ratio (EINR) for each link. The adaptive-transmission protocol does not rely
solely on the EINR estimate to control transmission parameters.

However, such a

definition provides insight into the operation and behavior of the adaptive-transmission
protocol. The received energy per symbol Es depends on the power level, spreading
factor, and propagation loss. We establish a threshold β for which EINR > β for a link
implies satisfactory communication. The value of β depends on the target packet error
rate and the coding and modulation parameters. The EINR for a packet is calculated as
follows. Let Pi,n denote the power received at node i from a transmitting node n and Ni,n
is the spreading factor used for that transmission. The average spectral density for a
transmission is given by Pi,n /W where W is the receiver bandwidth which is assumed to
be equal to the inverse of the chip duration Tc. The one-sided noise power spectral
density is denoted by N0. Different portions of a packet reception can be subjected to
different levels of multiple-access interference depending on which transmissions are
active. Let the packet reception time be partitioned into D intervals with each interval
corresponding to a set of transmitting nodes. Let Tk denote the set of nodes transmitting
in interval k (i.e., Pi,n > 0 for all n ∈ Tk). We define the EINR for the packet transmission
from node j to node i as

EINR =

N i , j Pi , jTc
⎪⎧
⎪⎫
N 0 + max ⎨ ∑ Pi , nTc :1 ≤ k ≤ D ⎬
⎪⎩ n∈Tk , n ≠ j
⎭⎪

.

(2.1)

For purposes of determining packet decoding error probability, our model assumes that
the largest sum of the interference powers experienced in any interval k is present for the
entire packet transmission.
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The adaptive-transmission protocol [6] attempts to maintain the constraint that EINR
> β for every transmitted packet. To track the signal quality of previous transmissions,
postdetection signal quality (PDSQ) statistics, automatic gain control (AGC) statistics,
and past link performance are employed to estimate Es /N0, the ratio of the received
energy per symbol to the one-sided spectral density of the thermal noise.

This

approximation of Es / N0, which is a function of a given PDSQ statistic q and the
spreading factor N, is denoted by f(q, N).

Our investigation employs a previously

developed model for the PDSQ statistic and an associated approximation for Es / N0
[20-21], and the details of the model and derivation of the approximation are given in
Appendix A.
Adaptive-transmission protocols are capable of adjusting many transmission
parameters for a particular link including the transmission power and the spreading
factor. The particular studies we consider for this investigation involve dense networks
with significant demand for channel access that can result in environments with high
levels of multiple-access interference. For dense networks, alteration of transmission
parameters on one link has a significant impact on nearby links.

An increase in

transmission power on a link increases the multiple-access interference to the rest of the
network.

Adaptation of the spreading factor increases the link EINR without increasing

the interference. The protocol investigated in this thesis adapts the spreading factor only.
The adaptive-transmission protocol operates by selecting one of the M available
spreading factors prior to each packet transmission. It should be noted that increasing the
spreading factor will increase the transmission time of the packet but will also increase
the received symbol energy Es.

In a sparse network, MAC-layer improvements, such as
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the proposed mechanisms described in this thesis, have little impact on throughput
performance, and the operation of the adaptive-transmission protocol follows the
previously described implementation [6].

2.4 Adaptive-transmission protocol operation
A PDSQ statistic is calculated for each of n intervals of a packet where each interval
contains L/n channel symbols. As described in Appendix A, the physical layer provides
this vector of PDSQ statistics, denoted by Q, for each packet reception. Each component
of Q corresponds to the data symbols in a particular portion of the data packet. Let Qmin
denote the smallest value in the vector Q. The channel symbols corresponding to the
Qmin statistic are the symbols most detrimentally affected by multiple-access interference.
The adaptive-transmission protocol uses Qmin to form a pessimistic estimate of Es/N0
denoted by f(Qmin, N) which is compared to several thresholds to determine parameters
for the next packet transmission. The adaptive-transmission protocol adopts the same
rules as described in [6] with the exception that transmitter power levels are not adapted.
Our investigations consider the section of the adaptive-transmission protocol in which
multiple-access interference has been detected and flagged by the receiver statistics. This
section of the adaptive-transmission protocol is illustrated in Figure 2.1. A new MAClayer backup process is introduced to trigger the MAC protocol. The MAC-layer backup
process is described in detail in Section 3.6 and does not affect the operation of the
adaptive-transmission protocol.
For each packet that is acquired, the adaptive-transmission protocol determines
transmission parameters for the next packet. If a packet does not decode correctly, the
adaptive-transmission protocol resets the decrementing counter for consecutive
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receptions, which is denoted by ϕ, and increases the spreading level to be used on the
next transmission over the link. If such an increase is not possible because the maximum
spreading level Nmax is already being used, then the MAC-layer backup process is
triggered and no additional changes are needed. If a packet is decoded successfully, the
adaptive-transmission protocol compares f(Qmin, N) against two thresholds. If f(Qmin, N)
is greater than the desired minimum signal quality threshold β but less than some higher
threshold σ, then the current spreading factor is ideal. If the estimate is greater than σ
and has been for a specified number of consecutive receptions (counted by ϕ) then the
adaptive-transmission protocol reduces the spreading factor over that particular link by
one level, if possible, to increase efficiency.
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Figure 2.1 Adaptive-transmission protocol operation when multiple-access
interference is detected
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2.5 MAC-layer functions
The goal of the MAC layer is to control access of nodes to a shared transmission
channel. Control packets are transmitted on the control channel and used to request and
allow access to the data channel. The control packets employed by our system include
request-to-send (RTS), clear-to-send (CTS), acknowledgement (ACK), and negativeacknowledgement (NACK) packets. All control packets are transmitted at the same fixed
power level Pi and use the maximum spreading factor Nmax. To initiate a transmission to
a neighboring node, a source node first transmits an RTS packet to the neighboring node
using a receiver-directed spreading code. The receiving node responds by transmitting a
CTS packet if it successfully acquires and decodes the RTS packet and determines that
the requested transmission can occur. We have developed new criteria that must be met
for a node to determine that a requested transmission can occur, and the RTS acceptance
criteria are described in Section 3.4. The CTS packet is transmitted using a common
spreading code so that any nodes in communications range that are in the acquisition
mode on the control channel can acquire and decode it. Following transmission of a CTS
packet, a node switches to the data channel and attempts to acquire the data packet. If the
original source of the RTS packet acquires and decodes the CTS packet from the desired
destination node, then it proceeds with transmission of the data packet on the data
channel. Upon acquisition of the data packet, the destination node sends an ACK or
NACK packet using a receiver-directed spreading code. Both nodes return to the idle
state and resume monitoring the control channel after completion of the transmission.
A failed forwarding attempt occurs if a node transmits an RTS but does not receive
the corresponding CTS or if a node transmits the data packet but does not receive an
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ACK. After a failed forwarding attempt, the node returns the packet to the queue. If the
node has failed to forward the packet after ψ attempts, it discards the packet. During an
RTS, CTS, data, and ACK packet exchange, a node that does not receive an expected
transmission returns to the idle state and resumes monitoring of the control channel.
A random pacing delay [19] is imposed on any node that returns to the idle state. The
node is prevented from initiating transmission of an RTS packet for the duration of the
imposed delay. Such a delay helps reduce the number of collisions of control packets.
While in this pacing state, a node remains in the acquisition mode on the control channel
until it acquires a control packet. Once the pacing delay has expired, the node can initiate
a packet transmission or remain in the acquisition mode on the control channel.
All nodes not currently transmitting attempt to acquire control packets on the control
channel. Unlike most approaches to MAC layer operation, the reception of a CTS packet
by a node that is not the destination does not necessarily prohibit the node from initiating
its own transmission. Instead, we implement a selective node silencing strategy that
triggers a silencing mechanism in nodes that are listed in the data portion of the CTS
packet. Specifically, a CTS packet identifies the transmitter, receiver, and spreading
factor for the data packet. Additionally, the CTS packet lists which neighbor nodes are
prohibited from initiating transmissions during the subsequent data packet transmission.
Any node that is able to receive the CTS packet stores this information in its network
allocation vector (NAV). The number of information bits in a data packet is fixed so the
specification of the spreading factor is sufficient to determine the packet transmission
duration. The process for determining which subset of neighbor nodes to silence is
described in Chapter 3, where we introduce a new metric for selective silencing.
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If a node is silenced by a CTS packet, it sets a timer to enter a silenced state for the
duration of the packet. A silenced node is prohibited from transmitting RTS packets, but
it can accept RTS requests. Hence, the silenced node monitors the control channel for
additional RTS or CTS packets. Following reception of a packet, a node checks its
internal silencing timer to determine if a silencing restriction is in effect. If the silencing
timer has expired, the node is eligible to initiate a transmission or continue monitoring
the control channel. To prevent multiple silenced nodes from attempting a transmission
immediately after their respective silencing timers expire, the random pacing delay is also
imposed on nodes that leave the silenced state.
Figure 2.2 shows the general MAC layer state diagram. The silencing criteria
verification process is described in Section 3.5 where the MAC layer implementation
details are provided.

The parameter selection process corresponds to the adaptive-

transmission protocol evaluation of transmission parameters as described in Section 2.4
and shown in Figure 2.1.
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CHAPTER 3
CROSS-LAYER PROTOCOL

3.1 Protocol design
We propose a MAC protocol to operate in conjunction with an adaptive-transmission
physical-layer protocol to improve operation of the underlying adaptation capabilities as
well as improve overall network performance. Our MAC protocol takes advantage of the
spatial-reuse capabilities of direct-sequence spread-spectrum modulation, but it attempts
to avoid excessive multiple-access interference. The protocol described in this thesis is
fully distributed and does not require excessive communications overhead. The goal of
the MAC protocol is to govern channel access restrictions while allowing the physicallayer adaptive-transmission protocol to alter the transmission parameters in response to
perceived changes in channel conditions. We formulate a cross-layer metric based on
information from the adaptive-transmission protocol to control our distributed channelaccess protocol.

3.2 Transmission strategies
The primary objective of a MAC protocol is to select the set of transmissions that
should be active at any given time. The spreading factor of each link must be sufficient
to mitigate the multiple-access interference caused by the other active transmissions. A
centralized algorithm, such as [11], can determine the optimal sets of active transmissions
and the required spreading for each link.

However, the optimization problem is

intractable for networks with more than a few nodes.
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Permitting only adaptation of the spreading or coding to overcome excessive
multiple-access interference requires no transmission scheduling. As can be seen from
(2.1), a large spreading factor (Ni,j) increases the EINR for a link. However, the gain
from increased spreading gives a proportional decrease in the symbol rate. Figure 3.1
illustrates a network with two competing traffic flows for which adaptive transmission
can benefit greatly from transmission scheduling. It is assumed that each source always
has packets to send. Node A transmits packets to node B which also receives multipleaccess interference from node C. The same situation is present on the link from node C
to node D where node A is the interfering node. Let D' = d1 / d2. If D' is large, the
multiple-access interference is also large because the interfering node is closer to the
receiver than the source transmitter. Rather than force spatial reuse, each link can
achieve a higher data rate if the network activates only one link at a time. Let N1 denote
the spreading factor needed for each link to satisfy (2.1) if there is no multiple-access
interference. For this network, we scale the data rate so that a value of 1.0 corresponds to
a packet transmission with the spreading factor N1.
Figure 3.2 provides the average link data rate achievable for the network of Figure
3.1 for various transmission strategies. The perfect-scheduling protocol uses a spreading
factor of N1 for each link but alternates between transmissions to avoid multiple-access
interference. Hence, the data rate of each link is one half that of what is possible if no
multiple-access interference is present. For this example, it is assumed that the perfectscheduling protocol is able to utilize exactly half of the transmission time for each link
and that the remaining protocols continually transmit packets over the channel. Also
shown in Figure 3.2 are the achievable data rates if both links are always active and the
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spreading factor is fixed and the same for both links. We examine two fixed spreading
schemes with spreading factors of 1.25N1 and 8N1. The data rates corresponding to the
two spreading factors are 0.8 and 0.125 respectively. The curves in Figure 3.2 show the
region of D' values that satisfy (2.1) for the two spreading factors. For this analytical
example, if EINR < β all transmissions fail and the achievable data rate is zero. The
adaptive-spreading protocol selects the spreading factor that satisfies the EINR
requirement for both of the links. Because this network is symmetric, the spreading
factor is identical for both links. The data rate corresponding to this required spreading
factor is plotted in Figure 3.2. For all curves in Figure 3.2, β equals 6.7 dB, d1 is fixed
such that N1 equals 16, and the propagation loss is inversely proportional to the cubed
distance.

d1
A

B

D

C

d2

Figure 3.1 Network flow example
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Figure 3.2: Data rate vs. D' for one link in example network

As can be seen from Figure 3.2, adaptive spreading performs well if the multipleaccess interference is not excessive. The perfect-scheduling protocol is unaffected by the
near-far interference due to its temporal separation of link transmissions. However, the
perfect-scheduling protocol fails to take advantage of channel-reuse capabilities for small
D'. Using a fixed spreading of 8N1 provides more protection against multiple-access
interference than the fixed spreading of 1.25N1; however, the increased spreading also
reduces the data rate. Ideal operation for this network is to select the perfect-scheduling
protocol if D' is greater than a specific cut-off point and, for values of D' that are less than
this cut-off point, allow simultaneous transmissions to occur and adapt the spreading
factors. For this particular network of two flows, derivation of the cut-off point as a
function of D' that optimizes the data rate that can be achieved over both flows is
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straightforward. For larger networks, creation of a multi-dimensional capacity region is
infeasible. Hence, it is clear from this simple network that ideal operation of the MAC
protocol is topology dependent. In order for effective channel access to occur in a
distributed network, nodes must be able to derive a metric for operation based on
available neighbor-state information. Description of the information required and how
that information is to be used to drive the MAC protocol is given in the subsequent
sections.

3.3 PDSQ statistics
A crucial component of a cross-layer protocol is the ability to obtain accurate and
relevant information from other layers. Our MAC protocol silencing operation requires
that each node is able to identify which neighboring nodes are significant sources of
multiple-access interference. In the next section, we provide a manner to establish this
information for use in the MAC protocol. These metrics are derived from Es/N0 estimates
from the physical-layer adaptive-transmission protocol. For that reason we must ensure
that the adaptive-transmission protocol is able to provide accurate estimates to the MAC
protocol and that any inaccuracies do not degrade network performance.
The work in [15] first provided estimates of Es/N0 using receiver statistics derived
from physical-layer side information as part of the adaptive-transmission protocol. The
MAC protocol proposed in this thesis uses Es/N0 estimates to build neighbor-state
information at each node to ultimately govern channel access. The nature of the MAC
protocol does not require that Es/N0 estimates are obtained for every packet transmitted
over a link.

Rather, reliable estimates of Es/N0 from neighboring nodes can be

established over several packet transmissions to form more accurate neighbor-state
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information.

The previous work described in [6] uses several criteria to declare if

interference is present or not for a particular packet reception.

If the adaptive-

transmission protocol determines that interference is not present, then reliable estimates
of Es/N0 can be obtained. However, in dense networks in which the traffic levels are
high, it is likely that most transmissions will be subjected to significant levels of
multiple-access interference.

For this environment, we have extended the previous

approach to provide a new estimate to approximate Es/N0. The simulation model for the
PDSQ statistics and the original estimate for Es/N0 were developed by Pursley [20] and
Block [21], and are provided in Section A.1 of the Appendix. Our new estimate of Es/N0
utilizes the same model for the PDSQ and AGC statistics, and the derivation of the
estimate is given in Section A.2 of the Appendix. For the simulation results reported in
this thesis, we use the latter derivations when referring to Es/N0 estimates.
3.4 MAC protocol for selective silencing
The goal of the MAC protocol is to target the largest sources of interference for an
intended receiver and prohibit those nodes from transmitting while allowing the physicallayer spreading adaptation to adjust to smaller levels of interference from the remaining
nodes that are transmitting. Each receiver determines which nodes are prohibited from
transmitting before it can begin receiving a packet from a particular transmitter. In
particular, each receiver node i maintains a set of nodes Si,j for each transmitter node j
such that a transmission of a data packet from node j to node i should occur only if all the
nodes in the set Si,j are not transmitting. We refer to Si,j as the silencing set for the
transmission from node j to node i. The worst possible multiple-access interference
environment for a link occurs when all nodes which are not in the silencing set Si,j are
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transmitting. The objective of the silencing set is to limit the worst possible multipleaccess interference environment to a level that can be mitigated by the adaptivetransmission protocol. Although multiple-access interference levels may be substantially
less than the worst possible, the silencing set restrictions ensure that the adaptivetransmission protocol is able to adapt to the level of multiple-access interference
experienced.
Consider the calculation of the silencing sets at a receiver node i. Let qj be the
estimate of Es/N0 from node j and let Ni,j be the spreading factor for the link associated
with that estimate. We define the scaled energy ratio qj* for each node j as qj* = qj / Ni,j.
Values for Es / N0 and the corresponding qj and qj* measures are given by
qj ≈

Es Pi , j N i , jTc
=
N0
N0

(3.1)

and

q j* =

qj
Ni, j

≈

Pi , jTc

(3.2)

N0

and are dependent on the received power from node j, the chip duration Tc, the spreading
factor Ni,j, and the one-sided spectral density of the thermal noise N0.
Let EIR denote the ratio of energy per symbol in the desired signal to the sum of the
energies from the interfering transmissions. If a node knows values for qn for all nodes in
the network then EIR for the link from node j to node i can be calculated with
EIR =

Pi , j N i , jTc

∑

∀n , n ≠ j

Pi ,nTc

=

qj

∑

∀n , n ≠ j

qn *

.

(3.3)

The interference summation includes all nodes n that cause some level of interference at
receiver node i. An alternative representation of the EINR as defined in (2.1) is given by
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EINR =

1
1
1
+
Es N 0 EIR

=

1

1 ∑ ∀n , n ≠ j qn
+
qj
qj

*

=

qj

1 + ∑ ∀n ,n ≠ j qn*

>β .

(3.4)

From the requirement that EINR > β during reception of a packet on a link, the
maximum interference that a link can sustain for a given spreading factor can be
calculated. Our heuristic for choosing nodes to silence stems from allowing as many
nodes to transmit as possible. This is equivalent to restricting our silencing set to have as
few nodes as possible while limiting the worst multiple-access interference to a level that
can be mitigated by the adaptive-transmission protocol. The maximum spreading factor
Nmax is used to derive the maximum interference possible such that successful
transmission can still occur. Let qmax = Nmax ∗qj* which represents the value of Es / N0 for
the link from node j to node i assuming that the maximum spreading factor is used.
Replacing qj with qmax in (3.4) and solving for the interference summation, we establish
the interference summation bound as

∑

∀n , n ≠ j

qn * <

qmax

β

−1.

(3.5)

The node with the largest qn* value represents the largest possible source of multipleaccess interference. Hence the receiver node i begins by finding the node with the largest
qn* value and adding it to its silence set Si,j, thus removing it from the interference sum in
(3.5). This node selection process continues until the interference summation constraint
is satisfied.
Complete knowledge of the vector of qn* values from all other nodes in the network
allows straightforward calculation of the silencing sets such that (3.5) is satisfied. If a
node is not within communication range of all other nodes or if external sources of
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interference are present, then the node cannot account for all components of the
interference summation in (3.5). However, the node will have an ordered vector of qn*
values corresponding to the neighboring nodes that are potential sources of multipleaccess interference. The significant sources of multiple-access interference are typically
from nodes that are within communication range of the receiver. So, the silencing set can
be initialized using just the qn* values from the neighboring nodes. In Section 3.6 we
describe the MAC backup process which permits additional nodes to be placed in the
silencing set to account for interference that is from distant nodes or external sources of
interference. The silencing set initialization procedure is repeated for each link so that
every receiver node i has a silencing set Si,j for each possible transmitter node j.
Each node is responsible for maintaining a vector of qn* values for nodes from which
packet transmissions are received. A particular qn* measure is available for every pointto-point reception. Similarly, a qn* measure is also available from a node that broadcasts
a periodic control packet that is transmitted with a specified power level and spreading
factor. Each node maintains a weighted average of the qn* values for each neighbor node
from which it obtains packet transmissions for use in silencing set formulations. A key
feature of the silencing protocol is that the only information used to determine silencing
sets is self-contained at each node in this vector of qn* values. Maintaining the silencing
set requirements for a particular link is the responsibility of the receiving node. Hence,
reevaluation of the silencing set at a particular node does not require any additional
communications overhead and is a function of the vector of qn* values at a particular
node.
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For static networks, which are considered in this investigation, the weighted average
of qn* values for each node does not change significantly as new qn* measures are
obtained. In highly mobile environments, however, significant changes to the qn* vector
occur and the spatial dependencies between nodes is altered.

Reevaluation of the

silencing sets might be required to account for different sources of multiple-access
interference. The application of our cross-layer protocol to highly mobile networks
remains an area of future research. Within a static network, however, silencing sets are
formed from a given vector of qn* values and necessary additions to the silencing set are
permitted as determined by the MAC layer backup process described in Section 3.6.

3.5 RTS acceptance criteria
Upon reception of an RTS packet, a node determines whether the requested
transmission should be accepted. In order for a requested transmission from node a to
node b to occur, the receiver b must first ensure that its silencing set criteria
corresponding to a transmission from node a are satisfied. This silencing set Sb,a, which
is maintained at the receiver b, contains the list of nodes that must not transmit during the
reception from transmitter a. Node b compares this list of nodes with its local NAV to
determine which nodes in the set Sb,a are transmitting. If any of the nodes in the set Sb,a
are currently transmitting, then the requested transmission from node a is not accepted
due to the imposed silencing restrictions and node b does not transmit a CTS packet.
However, if no nodes in the set Sb,a are currently transmitting according to the local NAV
at node b, then the requested transmission is accepted by node b and a CTS packet
containing the list of nodes in Sb,a is transmitted. It should be noted that the silencing
sets, which are maintained at each receiver node, are specific to the node requesting the
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transmission. Thus, depending on the neighbor-state information in the local NAV, a
receiver might reject an RTS packet from one transmitter but allow a transmission from a
different transmitter which has less stringent silencing set requirements.

3.6 MAC backup process
The overall goal of the selective silencing is to govern channel access mechanisms so
that for a given link, the adaptive-transmission protocol is able to mitigate the multipleaccess interference. As described in Section 3.4, the silencing sets are calculated at node
i after the qj* estimates are obtained from all neighboring nodes j. If the vector of qj*
values accounts for all the multiple-access interference that the particular node is exposed
to, then the silencing set formulation is straightforward.

However, the adaptive-

transmission protocol provides an estimate for Es / N0 (and hence qj*) for node j only if a
transmission from node j has been acquired. Thus, it is possible that multiple-access
interference from unaccounted nodes exceeds the allowable interference margin after
silencing sets have been initialized. In this case, the adaptive-transmission protocol is
unable to overcome the multiple-access interference with the current set of nodes being
silenced.
We declare that a MAC failure event has occurred if the adaptive-transmission
protocol fails to decode a packet when the maximum spreading factor Nmax is used for a
packet transmission. A MAC failure event can occur for two reasons. First, the silencing
operation may not function correctly if one or more nodes fail to receive a CTS packet.
A node may not be aware that it has been silenced, or a node accepting a RTS may not be
aware that a node in the silencing set is transmitting. In this situation a change to the
silencing set is not warranted because the MAC failure event is due to a control channel
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failure rather than multiple-access interference by nodes not included in the silencing set.
To prevent an unnecessary alteration to the silencing set from occurring for every
instance of this type of failure, the MAC backup process requires that α consecutive
transmissions for a particular link result in a MAC failure event before additional nodes
are placed in the silencing set.
The second reason for a MAC failure event occurs when the current set of nodes in
the silencing set for a particular link does not suffice to limit the multiple-access
interference experienced at the receiver. This situation arises if there is interference that
has not been accounted for in the original silencing set calculations and it is necessary
that a more restrictive silencing set be employed for this link. The silencing set is
increased by adding the node j with the largest qj* value that is not already in the
silencing set. If the link continues to experience significant multiple-access interference,
the process of placing an additional node in the silencing set continues until the link can
achieve successful packet transmissions without triggering α consecutive MAC failure
events.
It should be noted that it is possible for the number of nodes that are in a particular
link’s silencing set to be equal to the number of nodes in range of the receiver for the
particular link. For example, this is possible on a link for which EINR is only slightly
larger than β and the maximum spreading factor Nmax is being utilized. In this example,
even a small amount of additional multiple-access interference is likely to prevent
successful reception of the packet transmission. It is not possible to add nodes to the
silencing set to mitigate the multiple-access interference because the remaining sources
of interference are out-of-range. The MAC layer silencing mechanism is able to identify
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such links by the number of nodes that are contained in the corresponding link’s silencing
set. If a receiver has a large number of neighbors and the silencing set for a link contains
a large fraction of the neighbors, the link will be difficult to utilize because it is unlikely
that all the nodes in the silencing set are not transmitting data packets when an RTS
packet is received. Furthermore, with a large fraction of nodes in the silencing set to
consider, it is more likely that the status of the nodes in the silencing set may be
inconsistent with the information in the NAV at the transmitter or receiver, leading to
unexpected multiple-access interference. Thus, link selection plays a critical role in this
type of network. Section 4.6 discusses link selection strategies and its implications on
network performance.

3.7 Transmitter-side validation
The proposed silencing mechanism as described thus far is implemented at a
receiving node based on information derived from the adaptive-transmission protocol.
One of the underlying motives of this protocol design is to avoid introducing excessive
communication overhead that could drive down network performance. As described in
the previous sections, the silencing set initialization uses side-information already
available from the adaptive-transmission protocol. Operation of the protocol requires no
additional communications overhead other than embedding silencing set information into
the CTS packets.
An additional mechanism which provides a layer of added protection to the silencing
operation is a transmitter-side validation check that improves the ability of the silencing
mechanism to operate efficiently.

If a node wishing to initiate a transmission has

knowledge of the silencing requirements at the receiver, it can avoid sending RTS
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packets that would be deemed infeasible at the receiver. Because the transmitter also
maintains neighbor-state information in its NAV, an additional NAV validation can occur
at the transmitter prior to sending an RTS packet. However, the silencing set for each
link is maintained at the receiver. Thus, in order for a transmitter-side check to occur, the
transmitter must obtain the silencing set for a receiver before initiating a transmission to
that receiver.
One byproduct of our silencing mechanism is that the silencing set is embedded in
the CTS packet. Thus after node a transmits an RTS packet to node b and receives the
corresponding CTS packet, node a learns Sb,a. Prior to sending subsequent RTS packets,
node a compares the nodes specified by Sb,a with its local NAV to determine if any of the
nodes are currently transmitting. If node a determines that any node specified in Sb,a is
transmitting then it will refrain from sending node b an RTS packet until the interfering
transmission is complete. Thus, the responsibility of NAV validation occurs at both the
transmitter and receiver nodes. This dual-validation model increases the effectiveness of
the silencing mechanism against missed control packets. After the silencing set is altered
for a receiver, the transmitter updates its copy of the receiver’s silencing set after the next
exchange of RTS and CTS packets. It should be noted that the transmitting node a might
not be within communications range of a node specified in the set Sb,a. In this situation,
the responsibility of validating that this node is not transmitting is the responsibility of
the receiver.

Operation of this transmitter and receiver validation mechanism is

evaluated in Section 4.4.

CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION MODEL AND RESULTS

4.1 Protocol strategies
We establish a set of base protocols that employ various transmission strategies so
that we can evaluate the performance of our adaptive-transmission with selective-reuse
protocol in a variety of network scenarios. We create a simulation framework so that the
individual components of the cross-layer protocol can be studied independently as well as
jointly to determine the effect that various protocol strategies have on overall network
performance. We first consider a single-transmission protocol that attempts to silence all
possible sources of multiple-access interference prior to transmission of a data packet.
All data packets are sent with a fixed spreading factor of Nmax in this protocol. The
single-transmission protocol is a special case of the adaptive-transmission with selectivereuse protocol in which the number of spreading levels is set as M = 1 and the silencing
set for each link consists of all neighbors of the receiver. In addition to the singletransmission protocol, we consider a fixed with reuse protocol which implements the
MAC silencing as described in Chapter 3 without spreading adaptation. The spreading
factor is fixed at Nmax for this protocol so that the focus is on the MAC enhancements
only. Additionally, we consider the performance of an adaptive-spreading protocol that
does not use any form of MAC silencing. This protocol is restricted to using spreading
adaptation only to mitigate multiple-access interference. This protocol is capable of
selecting one of M spreading levels in steps of 3.0 dB with a maximum spreading factor
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of Nmax according to the adaptive-transmission protocol description given in Chapter 2.
The adaptive with reuse protocol implements the MAC silencing while also allowing
spreading adaptation.
In addition to evaluating performance of our cross-layer protocol against a spectrum
of approaches, we consider specific evaluation of transmission strategies within the
framework our own protocol.

Specifically, we address the performance tradeoffs

associated with link selection strategies and the effect that link utilization has on overall
network performance.

We use throughput as the primary metric for performance

evaluation. In later sections we provide multiple criteria for throughput measures to
provide additional insight into protocol performance.

4.2 Simulation parameters
An OPNET simulation which makes use of detailed physical and link-layer models is
used to test the performance of the various protocols. As described previously, the
physical-layer implementation follows the work of [17], [18], and [19] to model
acquisition and packet decoding error probabilities. Custom modules implement the
distributed MAC operations. Parameters that are common to all simulation scenarios are
given in Table 4.1. The maximum spreading factor (Nmax), number of spreading levels
(M), number of network nodes (Q), and consecutive MAC failure threshold (α) depend
on the details of the scenarios, and they are specified in the subsequent sections.
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Table 4.1 Parameters used by the simulation model
Simulation
Parameter
Parameter
Parameter
Symbol
Value
Lower adaptation threshold
6.5 dB
β
Thermal noise
N0
2.0 × 10-21 W/Hz
Transmit power
1.0 W
Pi
Path-loss index
3.0
ξ
Carrier frequency
1.0 GHz
fc
Receiver bandwidth
4 MHz
W
Data packet length
10000 bits
L
Control packet length
100 bits
Lc
Chip duration
Tc
2.5 × 10-7sec
Upper adaptation threshold
9.7 dB
σ
Consecutive receptions counter
3
ϕmax
Forwarding attempts
3
ψ

Each node that generates data packets uses an independent Poisson process. The
destination for a packet depends upon the scenario under investigation and is defined in
the subsequent sections. However, forwarding is not considered in this investigation.
We first examine several small network topologies to highlight the performance of the
protocols under specific conditions. For these investigations we consider the throughput
for each link, measured in packets per second, as the packet generation rate is varied. We
also examine randomly generated topologies with 10 and 20 nodes with a very heavy
traffic demand.

For these simulations, a node always has packets waiting to be

transmitted to each possible destination. The performance metrics considered for these
simulations are described in Section 4.5.

4.3 Octagonal network
We begin evaluation of our cross-layer protocol by considering a simple network of
eight nodes oriented in an octagonal topology with four traffic demands competing for
access to the channel. Consider octagonal network scenario 1 with the four traffic
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demands shown in Figure 4.1 where d1 = 250 meters and d2 = 1000 meters. All of the
nodes in this network are located so that a transmission by one node can be received by
all other nodes. For this scenario, we observe the average throughput for each link as the
packet generation rate for each link is increased. The average throughput of each link in
the network as a function of the packet generation rate is given in Figure 4.2 for the four
protocols under consideration.
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d2
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d1

G

d1
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d2

d1

F

H

Figure 4.1 Octagonal network scenario 1

Both the single-transmission and the fixed with reuse protocols employ M = 1
spreading levels and a fixed spreading factor of Nmax = 64 for this network scenario. The
difference between these two protocols is that the fixed with reuse protocol allows
concurrent transmissions to occur whereas the single-transmission protocol uses the
RTS/CTS exchange to silence all other nodes. It is assumed that the network has been
initialized and that silencing sets have been formed at each node as described in Chapter
3. Consider the MAC silencing operation for the transmission from node E to node A.
Node E begins by transmitting an RTS packet to node A. Upon reception of the RTS
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packet from node E, node A checks its local silencing set to determine the silencing
requirements that must be satisfied to allow transmission from node E to occur. For this
scenario, the silencing set SA,E is empty because the energy in the desired signal from
node E can more than offset the multiple-access interference from the remaining nodes.
In other words, the interference summation as defined by (3.5) for this link is satisfied
without adding any neighbor nodes to the silencing set. The same operation occurs for all
four links considered in this scenario. Thus, the immediate benefit of spatial reuse is seen
in this example because the four transmissions can occur simultaneously. In addition to
the performance gain induced by spatial reuse is the benefit that can be obtained by
allowing adaptation of the spreading factor. The adaptive-transmission protocol employs
the same value for Nmax = 64, and allows adaptation among M = 3 spreading levels (i.e.,
64, 32, and 16). For the scenario illustrated in Figure 4.1, it is possible for the spreading
factor to be reduced by two levels and still maintain an acceptable signal quality. Thus, a
performance gain over the fixed with reuse protocol is possible because the spreading
factor is reduced by the adaptive-transmission protocol.

For this scenario, the MAC

silencing ability does not provide a throughput performance gain over what is achievable
without a MAC silencing mechanism. This is simply because this particular set of traffic
demands does not warrant any silencing of neighboring transmissions.
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Figure 4.2 Throughput curves for octagonal scenario 1

Using the same network topology as Figure 4.1, consider a different set of four
traffic demands as shown in Figure 4.3. This scenario depicts a case of the near-far
interference problem common to ad hoc networks. Specifically, a transmission from
node B to node A experiences significant multiple-access interference from node E if
there is a concurrent transmission from node E to node F. Hence, each silencing set
specifies that the closest interfering transmitter be silenced for this scenario. That is, the
silencing sets are SA,B = E, SF,E = C, SD,C = H, and SG,H = B.
B
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Figure 4.3 Octagonal network scenario 2

The same four transmission strategies are considered for this scenario. The average
link throughput as a function of the packet generation rate is shown in Figure 4.4 for each
of the transmission strategies. The generation rate is the same for each of the four links.
This scenario employs Nmax equal to 64 for all protocols and allows three spreading levels
for the adaptive protocols.
The single-transmission protocol operates in a similar manner to the previous
network scenario and achieves the same throughput performance. However, the silencing
requirements for this scenario are different than the previous network due to the different
traffic demands.

Before node A can accept an RTS packet from node B, it must

determine that its silencing set criteria have been met according to its neighbor-state
information about current transmissions stored in its local NAV. If node A determines
that node E is not currently transmitting, then it can proceed with reception from node B
and broadcasts a CTS packet with the information that node E is silenced for the duration
of the pending packet transmission. This exchange notifies node E that it should prohibit
packet transmissions to node F during this time. After the data transmission from node B
to node A has started, assume that node H sends an RTS packet to node G. Node G
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determines that the transmission cannot occur because its silencing set restrictions SG,H
are violated (i.e., node B is already transmitting).

Hence, the silencing restrictions

imposed at node G prevent G from accepting a request to receive from node H until node
B is finished transmitting.

The only other data transmission that is possible is the

transmission from node C to node D. The topology and traffic demands for this network
are such that the only simultaneous transmissions that can be successful are the
transmissions from B to A and C to D or the transmissions from E to F and H to G. The
fixed with reuse protocol allows at most two transmissions to occur concurrently, and
each transmission employs a spreading factor equal to Nmax. The adaptive with reuse
protocol allows the same transmissions to occur and the adaptive-transmission protocol
reduces the spreading factor by one level. The performance of the adaptive-spreading
protocol in octagonal scenario 2 is extremely poor due to the significant multiple-access
interference experienced at each receiver. The adaptive-transmission protocol does not
have the capability to overcome the multiple-access interference experienced for these
links.

Hence, the need for a channel-access mechanism to incorporate temporal

separation of specific transmissions is evident.
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Figure 4.4 Throughput curves for octagonal scenario 2

Both octagonal network scenarios illustrate how the MAC silencing mechanism
operates for the particular traffic demands. Significant performance gains are seen for the
protocol that employs channel-reuse capabilities and the protocol that employs channelreuse capabilities integrated with spreading adaptation. Additionally, the performance
gains achievable from adaptive spreading over fixed spreading are apparent in both
octagonal scenarios. Hence these two examples serve to illustrate the need for both
spreading adaptation and selective channel reuse.

4.4 Neighbor-state information
Performance of the distributed protocol depends on the ability of a node to obtain
neighbor-state information regarding transmissions by any of its neighbors that are
contained in any of its silencing sets. Specifically, CTS packets are transmitted using the
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common spreading pattern allowing information regarding impending transmissions to be
distributed to neighboring nodes as described in Chapter 3. We consider four topologies
shown in the following figures in which a given node is susceptible to significant
multiple-access interference from two interfering transmissions. We consider the ability
of the primary link from node A to node B to sustain throughput as the traffic load is
increased over the interfering links from node C to node D and node E to node F. The
traffic demand for the primary link is set so that there is always traffic to send from node
A to node B. We evaluate the throughput over the primary link as the packet generation
rate is increased for the interfering links.
The dotted circular regions surrounding nodes A and B represent the approximate
transmission and reception ranges for the control packets sent or received by the nodes.
It should be noted, however, that the simulation model does not use a hard threshold for
packet decoding success probability and that these regions are shown for instructive
purposes only. These scenarios are selected such that the probability of receiving control
packets from nodes outside of this region is very small. In particular, node A is unable to
receive transmissions from nodes C or E and vice versa. This topology is an example of
the hidden terminal problem in which a transmitter is unaware of nodes that are close to a
given receiver. The performance of the link from node A to node B is dependent on the
MAC silencing operation at node B. The silencing operation is in turn dependent on the
ability of node B to recognize and coordinate with the possible interfering transmissions
originating from nodes C and E.
We examine the ability of our adaptive with reuse protocol to operate in these
various network environments. We first consider the adaptive-spreading protocol in
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which the adaptive-transmission protocol sets the spreading factor for a data transmission
in response to feedback from previous transmissions. No MAC silencing occurs for this
particular protocol. We also consider comparisons with the single-transmission protocol
which operates in the same manner as described in Section 4.1 where each CTS packet
will silence all nodes that acquire and decode it. In order to evaluate the benefit of the
transmitter-side validation described in Section 3.7, we also consider a variation of the
adaptive with reuse protocol in which the transmitter-side validation process is omitted.
The importance of the different locations of these nodes becomes apparent when
considering the operation of the neighbor-state information acquisition process. Normal
operation of the control channel as described in Chapter 3 requires that CTS control
packets be transmitted with the common spreading pattern so that any nodes tuned to the
control channel can acquire and decode them to obtain the necessary neighbor-state
information. The various scenarios represented below depict various orientations of
transmissions so that interaction of silencing sets can be analyzed.

In all network

scenarios, the silencing set requirements established at node B stipulate that both nodes C
and E refrain from transmitting on the data channel in order for the transmission of a data
packet from node A to occur successfully. The transmissions from node C to node D and
node E to node F do not incur any silencing set restrictions at the receiver nodes D and F,
respectively. These scenarios evaluate the ability of the transmission from node A to
node B to sense the possible interfering transmissions from nodes C and E and obtain
access to the channel.
In scenario 1, shown in Figure 4.5, node B is able to receive CTS packets sent from
nodes C, D, E, and F. Node B is able to determine when the transmissions from nodes C
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and E are occurring from the CTS packets broadcasted from nodes D and F, respectively.
Hence, node B will only allow transmissions from node A to occur when it determines
that its silencing set requirements are satisfied. After receiving an RTS packet from node
A, if node B is not already blocked, it transmits a CTS packet which serves to notify both
nodes C and E that they are required to remain silenced for the duration of the packet
transmission from node A to node B. As expected, the transmission from node A to node
B has a more difficult time accessing the channel than the interfering transmissions due to
the presence of silencing restrictions imposed at node B for the protocols which
incorporate channel reuse.
Figure 4.6 shows the throughput of the primary link (shown as a solid line) and the
average throughput of the interfering links (shown as a dashed line) for the protocols
under consideration. For this protocol, the primary link requires a spreading factor of
Nmax for successful transmission to occur even if no multiple-access interference is
present. It should be noted that in this first scenario, the protocol without transmitter-side
validation is the same as the default adaptive with reuse protocol. This is due to the fact
that node A is unable to obtain any neighbor-state information regarding transmissions
that originate at nodes C and E.

In this and subsequent scenarios the throughput

performance of the primary link is significantly degraded for the adaptive-spreading
protocol which does not make use of selective silencing. The primary link is unable to
overcome the multiple-access interference with spreading adaptation only, so as the
traffic load on the interfering links is increased the probability that a transmission on the
primary link is successful decreases. Figure 4.6 shows that the silencing mechanism
based on the neighbor-state information at node B achieves better throughput
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performance on the primary and interfering links than the single-transmission protocol. It
should also be noted that the adaptive-spreading protocol operates with a bias towards the
two interfering links in this scenario because there is no need for any silencing
requirements. Hence, for the purposes of evaluating overall network performance, it is
important to consider the throughput achieved by each link and not just total network
throughput. We address this method of performance evaluation in Section 4.7 where we
introduce alternative throughput performance measures for larger networks.
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In scenario 2 shown in Figure 4.7, node B is still able to overhear CTS packets from
nodes C, D, E, and F. However, node A is also able to overhear CTS packets from nodes
D and F. Hence, when node D or F broadcasts a CTS packet declaring that it is preparing
to receive, both nodes A and B have an opportunity to obtain the transmission
information. The transmitter-side validity check described in Section 3.7 is thus able to
provide an additional check to determine if the proposed transmission is likely to be
successful prior to transmission of the RTS. The silencing set for a transmission from
node A to node B, denoted SB,A, is known at receiver node B.

During the first

transmission from node A to node B, node B notifies node A of the particular silencing set
corresponding to node A. For this scenario the set SB,A consists of nodes C and E. For
subsequent transmissions from node A to node B, node A first checks its local neighbor-
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state information to determine if nodes C or E are currently transmitting. If node A
determines that the silencing set criteria specified by SB,A is violated, it will refrain from
transmitting an RTS packet. Node A will continue to monitor its local NAV until the
silencing set criteria are satisfied at which point it can then transmit an RTS packet after a
pacing delay. Figure 4.8 relates the throughput performance curves for this particular
scenario. Included in this figure is the throughput curve corresponding to operation of
the adaptive with reuse protocol which omits the transmitter-side check of the neighborstate information contained at node A. As can be seen, a slight reduction in throughput
performance arises from omitting this transmitter-side validation check.

The dual

validation process allows the silencing set responsibility to be distributed partially to the
transmitting node for this scenario. A more significant result based on the transmitterside validation check can be seen in the following scenario.
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In scenario 3 shown in Figure 4.9, only node A is able to overhear CTS packets
transmitted from nodes D and F. In this scenario, the transmitter-side validation process
is the only method to verify the silencing set requirements. Because node B is out of
range of nodes D and F, it is unable to obtain information about transmissions originating
from nodes C and E in this scenario.

Figure 4.10 shows the resulting throughput

performance for this network. From the graph it can be observed that the primary link
experiences significant degradation when the transmitter-side validation is omitted. The
transmitter-side neighbor-state information is sufficient to implement the selective
silencing restrictions for the links in this network.
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In scenario 4, shown in Figure 4.11, nodes A and B are unable to receive the CTS
packets transmitted from nodes D and F. The throughput performance of the primary
link and the corresponding interfering links for this scenario is given in Figure 4.12. It is
apparent that the normal control channel operation of including neighbor-state
information in CTS packets does not suffice for this particular network topology. The
problem is that the silencing set restrictions are not able to be effective because nodes A
and B are unable to discern when transmissions occur on the interfering links.
A solution to this problem is to also transmit the RTS packet with the common
spreading pattern so that node B is able to determine when transmissions are taking place
from nodes within its silencing set. One drawback to this approach is that neighbor-state
information obtained from RTS packets does not necessarily represent transmissions that
have been accepted by the receiving node. CTS packets contain more accurate neighborstate information because they represent proposed transmissions that have received dualvalidation checks at the nodes in question. However, if a node is unable to obtain control
packets from the receiving node of an interfering transmission as is the case in example
scenario 4, then it must rely on broadcasted RTS packets to obtain neighbor-state
information for the purposes of driving the silencing mechanisms. Figure 4.13 shows the
resulting improved performance on the primary link when the use of the common
spreading pattern for the RTS transmissions is integrated into the protocol.
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It should be noted that using the common spreading pattern for the RTS
transmissions is a viable option to eliminate the hidden terminal problem represented by
scenario 4. However, using the common spreading pattern for all RTS packets in a
network with a larger number of nodes can cause excessive congestion on the control
channel and lead to significant degradation in throughput. The use of the common
spreading pattern for RTS packets is not used in the subsequent investigations, which
consider networks of considerably larger size.
This study of four network topologies serves to illustrate how the silencing
mechanism interacts with the collection of neighbor-state information in specific
scenarios. The underlying motivation behind this thesis is to study the interaction of a
cross-layer silencing mechanism in the scope of larger networks where significant
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contention for channel-access exists. The networks considered in subsequent sections
explore a more random traffic generation model in which all nodes operate as both
transmitters and receivers. Hence the interdependency of specific links, which governs
throughput performance for the previous network examples, is now overshadowed by the
operation of the silencing set restrictions on the network as a whole. We evaluate overall
network performance while still maintaining a notion of link performance as described in
the next section.

4.5 Random network topologies
We extend performance evaluation of the previously described protocols to include
randomly distributed networks of Q nodes that are both fully connected and not fully
connected. Two nodes are considered to be connected (or neighbors) if they are able to
receive control packet transmissions from each other. A network is fully connected if
every node is connected to every other node in the network. We establish a heavy traffic
demand across all viable links between neighboring nodes. Our evaluation observes link
capacities across all Q∗(Q-1) links in the fully-connected network cases. In networks that
are not fully connected, traffic demand exists between connected nodes only. The link
connectivity factor, denoted C, represents the percentage of the Q∗(Q-1) links in the
network that are between connected nodes and hence used for traffic transmissions. This
study considers network topologies that are randomly distributed in a square region of R
by R meters. We consider networks with R equal to 2000, 4000, 6000, and 8000 in this
study. It should be noted that the topologies created in the 2000 by 2000 meter square
region are fully connected. All networks with R equal to 4000, 6000, or 8000 have some
nodes that are not in communications range and thus are not fully connected. All
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performance results are averaged over 10 randomly generated networks for each size
network. The average connectivity factor for the various network sizes are given in
Table 4.2 as well as the average number of neighboring nodes for a given node.

Table 4.2 Average link connectivity and number of neighbor nodes for various
network topologies
Number of
Avg. Link
Avg. Neighbor
Network Size
Nodes (Q)
Connectivity (C)
Nodes
10
100.0%
9.0
2000 by 2000 meters
20
100.0%
19.0
10
94.0%
8.4
4000 by 4000 meters
20
94.4%
17.9
10
61.3%
5.5
6000 by 6000 meters
20
62.6%
11.9
10
40.4%
3.8
8000 by 8000 meters
20
40.9%
7.8

Within the cross-layer design framework, we consider different strategies for
selecting links at each node. Unlike the previous examples in which each node had
traffic destined for only one other node, we now consider a traffic model in which a node
must send independent traffic to multiple destinations. A heavy-traffic model is assumed
in which each node always has packets to send to each of its neighbors. A node that is
not blocked from transmitting uses the following algorithm to select a neighbor. A node
first determines which of its neighbors are candidates for packet reception based on its
local NAV and the silencing set restrictions of each neighbor. If the node finds that a
neighbor is already transmitting or receiving then it is deemed ineligible as a possible
receiver. Next, the node eliminates a candidate neighbor if the silencing set restrictions
are violated by the current transmissions. Each candidate neighbor that passes both tests
is eligible for a packet transmission attempt.
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Among eligible receivers, we consider two strategies for selecting the link on which
a transmission should be attempted. The first strategy employs a metric for link selection
based solely on prior link usage for each of the eligible receivers, and we denote this as
the capacity fairness strategy. Capacity fairness observes the total link throughput that
has been achieved over each currently eligible link and chooses the receiver that has
received the fewest packets from this node. Thus, this strategy seeks to transmit on
underutilized links that are deemed eligible for transmission.

All channel-access

protocols evaluated in this section employ this strategy unless noted otherwise.
We also consider a link selection strategy based on the on-air transmission time of
each link. The on-air fairness strategy is slightly different from capacity fairness in that
the total link throughput is scaled by the transmission time of the packets. In other
words, this strategy considers the time used to transmit packets to a particular receiver,
which is directly proportional to the average spreading factor used over the link, rather
than the actual number of packets sent over the link. Hence, the on-air fairness metric is
biased towards using links with a smaller spreading factor whereas the capacity fairness
protocol emphasizes the requirement that all eligible links from a particular transmitting
node achieve equal throughput. Both link selection strategies are evaluated with our
adaptive with reuse protocol
We establish two primary criteria to measure the performance of the channel-access
protocols for fully-connected networks. We define total throughput as the throughput
achieved when summed over all links in the network. To investigate fairness, we also
determine the throughput for each link and find the minimum throughput Tmin over all the
links in the network. The base throughput is equal to Q∗(Q-1)∗Tmin, and is a measure of
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fairness that represents the fraction of the total throughput that is equally distributed
among all links. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 give the total and base throughput comparisons
for each channel-access protocol in the fully-connected networks with 10 and 20 nodes,
respectively. All protocols use the capacity fairness strategy with the exception that we
now evaluate both link selection strategies for our adaptive with reuse protocol. For all
results shown in this section the maximum spreading is 128 for all protocols and M = 4
for protocols that utilize the adaptive-transmission protocol. For the protocols which
employ MAC silencing, the consecutive MAC failure threshold is set to α = 10. The first
investigations are focused on the performance for a fully-connected network in which all
links should be utilized.
mechanism.

This value for α effectively disables the MAC backup

Further consideration of the MAC backup process and its relation to

throughput performance is given in Section 4.6.
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Figure 4.14 Throughput performance for fully-connected networks of 10 nodes with α = 10
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Figure 4.15 Throughput performance for fully-connected networks of 20 nodes with α = 10
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From the figures it is evident that the protocols which employ spreading adaptation,
selective channel reuse, or a combination of both achieve significantly better total
throughput than the single-transmission protocol.

One drawback of the adaptive-

spreading protocol, as mentioned in prior sections, is that some links are unable to
overcome the significant interference caused by the near-far interference problem. This
is reflected in the performance of the adaptive-spreading protocol which achieves a base
throughput that is approximately zero.

Although this protocol achieves good total

throughput performance, the inability of this protocol to achieve base throughput of any
significance makes it unattractive. Both of the adaptive with reuse protocols are able to
take advantage of the total throughput performance gain derived from spreading
adaptation while maintaining good base throughput performance. On the other hand, the
fixed with reuse protocol provides good base throughput but moderate total throughput
performance due to its inability to reduce the spreading factor when channel conditions
permit such a change. The link selection strategy also has an effect on overall network
performance.

As expected, the capacity fairness protocol provides greater base

throughput because it attempts to transmit on all links. On the other hand, the on-air
fairness protocol provides greater total throughput because it takes advantage of attractive
links which employ lower spreading factors.
We consider the evaluation of the same protocols when the networks nodes are
randomly distributed over a larger region and hence are no longer fully connected. The
base throughput measure is no longer applicable in these scenarios because it is not
possible to evaluate link throughput between all nodes because some nodes are no longer
connected. A different measure of throughput, which considers link fairness for networks
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that are not fully connected, is described in the next section. Total throughputs for all
network sizes are given below for networks of 10 and 20 nodes and with α = 3. Figures
4.16, 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19 show the simulation results for networks with R equal to 2000,
4000, 6000, and 8000 meters, respectively. Total throughput performance in these results
is similar to that of the fully-connected network scenarios.
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Figure 4.16 Total throughput for 2000 by 2000 network topologies with α = 3
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Figure 4.17 Total throughput for 4000 by 4000 network topologies with α = 3
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Figure 4.18 Total throughput for 6000 by 6000 network topologies with α = 3
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Figure 4.19 Total throughput for 8000 by 8000 network topologies with α = 3

4.6 Link utilization
The performance results presented in the previous section show that link selection
plays a role in network performance.

Because our protocol introduces distributed

channel-access restrictions for each node, the ability of a particular link to successfully
access the channel is dependent on the silencing restrictions imposed at each node. In
other words, certain links will have a harder time accessing the channel and will thus not
be able to support as large of a traffic demand as more capable links. Additionally, a link
that requires a large number of nodes to be silenced for a transmission to occur requires a
larger percentage of network resources because reuse of the channel is more restricted.
An additional byproduct of our MAC protocol is that we are able to associate a channelaccess cost to each link in the network. Specifically, the number of nodes in a silencing
set has a direct correlation to the ability of a node to access the channel. We consider the
effect of disabling certain links in the network which in turn allows the remaining links to
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have more access to channel resources. In doing this, we are implicitly assuming that
some higher-layer protocol is able to govern traffic routes to avoid certain links.
Although implementation of a routing protocol is beyond the scope of this thesis, we seek
to evaluate the effect that link selection has on network performance. In doing so, we are
relating a derived link cost to overall network performance which can in turn be used as a
partial metric to a link-cost based routing protocol. Exploitation of this relationship
between channel-access restrictions and higher-layer protocols is an area of future
research.
In order to establish a heuristic guideline for link utilization, we define the
neighborhood silencing threshold, θ, as the maximum fraction of neighbors that a
particular link is allowed to silence. Specifically, if a node b has P neighbors and the link
from node a to node b requires that |Sb,a| nodes be silenced, then the link will be used
only if |Sb,a|/P < θ. As nodes are added to the silencing set via initialization or the MAC
backup process, a utilization check occurs to determine if the neighborhood silencing
threshold has been exceeded. Once the threshold has been exceeded, the particular link is
no longer used for packet transmissions.
We define link utilization, denoted U, for a particular network as the percentage of
connected links that are used for packet transmissions. Previously, we defined the link
connectivity factor, denoted C, as the fraction of links that are within communications
range for a given network. We scale the link connectivity factor by the link utilization
factor to provide the total number of links used for packet transmissions. As links are
removed as a result of the neighborhood silencing threshold, the link utilization
decreases. Hence, the total number of active links in the network is U∗C∗Q∗(Q-1) where
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Q is the number of nodes in the network. We now revisit the base throughput measure
previously defined for fully-connected networks by introducing the utilized base
throughput which is equal to U∗C∗Q∗(Q-1) ∗Tu, where Tu is the minimum throughput for
all active links. This measure provides a metric for networks that are not fully connected
so that individual link performance and fairness can be evaluated in addition to total
network throughput. Part A of Figures 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23 provides measures of
link utilization as a function of the neighborhood silencing threshold θ for 20 node
networks distributed in various topology sizes. We consider operation of the adaptive
with reuse protocol employing capacity fairness for these results. For this evaluation, the
consecutive MAC failure silencing threshold is set at α = 3 so that three consecutive
MAC silencing failures triggers an addition to the silencing set for the link in question.
It should be noted that a neighborhood silencing threshold of 1.0 corresponds to a link
that requires all neighboring nodes to be silenced for a transmission to occur.
Corresponding to the link utilization curve of Figures 4.20, 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23 is a
throughput performance curve in part B of each figure. The performance curves give
measures of utilized base throughput and total throughput as a function of the
neighborhood silencing threshold. Throughput performance corresponding to a particular
neighborhood silencing threshold must be considered jointly with the corresponding link
utilization measure. As can be seen in the following figures, an increase in throughput
performance is obtained via a decrease in link utilization. However, a small decrease in
utilization can result in a significant increase in throughput performance. For example,
the base throughput in the 6000 by 6000 meter topologies shown in Figure 4.22, can be
increased by 102% for a reduction in link utilization from 85% to 81%. This corresponds
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to a change in the silencing threshold from θ = 1.0 to θ = 0.9. Reducing the silencing
threshold θ to 0.7 increases the base throughput by 203%. However, the link utilization
corresponding to this reduction changes from 85% to 69% of the connected links.
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Figure 4.20 Performance of 2000 by 2000 network with Q = 20 and α = 3
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Figure 4.21 Performance of 4000 by 4000 network with Q = 20 and α = 3
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Figure 4.22 Performance of 6000 by 6000 network with Q = 20 and α = 3
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Figure 4.23 Performance of 8000 by 8000 network with Q = 20 and α = 3
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A tradeoff exists between the throughput obtainable and the link utilization factor.
As expected, removing poor links as declared by the neighborhood silencing requirement
threshold results in significant total and utilized base throughput performance gains.
However, reducing the number of links available for transmission puts a higher demand
on a routing protocol to develop efficient routes between all nodes. This study cannot
simply conclude that additional removal of links improves performance because we do
not explicitly model the effect that the removed links have on higher-layer protocols.
However, this study does establish that the correlation between silencing requirements
and throughput performance provides a means for a higher-layer protocol to select
attractive links. One byproduct of the MAC silencing process described in this study is
that a channel-access cost has been established. Physical-layer statistics in conjunction
with feedback behavior from the MAC silencing mechanisms provides a metric that is
tractable to a routing protocol. This study has established a method to discriminate links
that are likely to use excessive channel resources. The results shown in this section
suggest that a protocol which avoids these particular links can significantly improve
overall network throughput and the throughput for other links.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

In this investigation we consider the interaction of an adaptive-transmission
physical-layer protocol with a selective channel reuse protocol at the MAC layer.
Evaluation of protocol design in this study suggests that MAC layer operation should be
topology dependent and that spatial dependencies can be exploited to improve network
throughput performance. We formulate a cross-layer metric, derived from the adaptivetransmission protocol side-information, which allows link comparisons to be established
at a receiver so that significant sources of multiple-access interference can be identified.
We also describe a distributed heuristic to formulate silencing sets, which are used to
govern transmission restrictions for a particular link.
Consideration is given to specific design issues associated with the cross-layer
protocol under investigation. Specifically, link selection strategies which weigh previous
link throughputs or on-air transmission times are examined to relate the significance that
the link selection has on various throughput measures. Additionally, we consider a link
utilization metric that provides a means to strategically identify and deactivate poor links
based on silencing set requirements.

The resulting link utilization curves and the

associated throughput performance gains are provided. This study shows that for a
variety of network scenarios, our adaptive-transmission, cross-layer protocol significantly
outperforms protocols that employ static transmission parameters or layer-independent
operation.

APPENDIX
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the simulation model for the PDSQ
statistics and an approximation for estimating Es/N0.

We also introduce a new

approximation for estimates of Es/N0 that is applicable if there are significant levels of
multiple-access interference. The original PDSQ model is described in [20]. Additional
details on estimates of Es/N0 derived from PDSQ approximations are found in [21]. For
convenience, the work in [20] and [21] is recreated in Section A.1. Section A.2 describes
our new model for estimating Es/N0 and is based closely on the approach taken in [20]
and [21].
A.1 A Possible Approximation for PDSQ
We assume that each signature sequence and each data sequence are random
sequences of independent random variables, each of which is uniformly distributed on the
set {-1, +1}.

Signature sequences and data sequences for different signals are

independent. The chip rate is fixed, so the spreading factor is varied by changing the
duration of the data symbols. Let N denote the number of chips per data symbol for the
desired signal at the time that the PDSQ statistic is to be determined.
We assume the sampling interval t0 is equal to the chip duration Tc, and the chip
waveform is the rectangular pulse of duration Tc. For the desired signal, one symbol has
N chips, so there are N samples per symbol at the matched filter output and only a single
sample in the main lobe. Thus,
or side-lobe samples.

Μ = {1, 2, … , N – 1} is the index set for the off-peak
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Consider a sequence of symbols indexed by i, and denote the peak statistic for the ith
symbol by Zi,0.

The off-peak statistics for the ith symbol are denoted by Zi,m for

1 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 . The PDSQ statistic for an individual symbol interval is the ratio of the
square of the peak statistic to the sum of the squares of the off-peak statistics in the
interval and is given by
Qi =

(Z i,0 ) 2
N −1

∑ (Z
m =1

i ,m

)

.

(A.1)

2

If S denotes a set of Ns symbol positions for which a measure of the signal quality is
desired define
Z 0 (S ) = ∑ (Z i,0 ) 2

(A.2)

i∈S

and
N −1

X ( S ) = ∑∑ ( Z i ,m ) 2 .

(A.3)

i∈S m =1

A suitable PDSQ statistic is
Q( S ) =

Z 0 (S )
.
X (S )

(A.4)

The separate summations over i ∈ S that represent the numerator and the
denominator of (A.4) suggest that expected values can be used to obtain an
approximation for Q(S). Because the random variables associated with the ith symbol
have the same distribution as those associated with any other symbol, then E{(Zi,0) 2 } is
the same for each i. Similarly, as long as m ∈ M then E{(Zi,m) 2 } does not depend on
either i or m. Let the random variable Z0 have the same distribution as the random
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variables Zi,0. For each m ∈ M , let Zm have the same distribution as the random variables
Zi,m. It follows that
E{Z 0 ( S )}
N s E{( Z 0 ) 2 }
E{( Z 0 ) 2 }
.
=
= N −1
N −1
E{ X ( S )}
2
2
N s E{∑ ( Z m ) } E{∑ ( Z m ) }
m =1

(A.5)

m =1

Consider a system with a single interfering spread-spectrum signal. The peak sample
has three terms: one due to the desired signal, one due to the interference, and one due to
the noise. If the amplitude of the desired signal is A0, the amplitude of the interference is
A1, and the spectral density of the noise is N0/2, then
2
E{( Z 0 ) 2 } = ( A0 NTc ) 2 + ( AT
1 c) N +

N0
NTc
2

(A.6)

and
N0
⎧ N −1
⎫
2
E ⎨∑ ( Z m ) 2 ⎬ = ( N − 1)( AT
NTc .
1 c ) N + ( N − 1)
2
⎩ m =1
⎭

(A.7)

Note that (A.7) assumes ideal spreading sequences so that autocorrelation sidelobes are
zero. Substitute from (A.6) and (A.7) into the right-hand side of (A.5) and divide the
numerator and denominator by NTc to obtain
N0
2 .
Q( S ) =
N ⎤
⎡ 2
( N − 1) ⎢ A1 Tc + 0 ⎥
2 ⎦
⎣
2

2

A0 NTc + A1 Tc +

(A.8)

Let Es denote the energy per symbol for the desired signal. It follows that Es = A02NTc.
Define E1 = A12NTc, and notice that E1 is the energy per symbol in the interference only if
the interference signal has the same spreading factor as the desired signal. In general, if
N1 is the spreading factor for the interference symbol then E1 is N/N1 times the energy per
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symbol in the interference signal. In terms of Es and E1, the proposed approximation for
the PDSQ for a set of symbols is
2
2
A0 NTc 1 ⎛ A1 NTc ⎞ 1
E s 1 ⎛ E1 ⎞ 1
⎟+
+ ⎜⎜
⎟+
+ ⎜
N0
N ⎝ N 0 ⎟⎠ 2
N 0 N ⎜⎝ N 0 ⎟⎠ 2
=
Q( S ) =
.
⎡ 1 ⎛ E1 ⎞ 1 ⎤
⎡ 1 ⎛ A12 NTc ⎞ 1 ⎤
⎟⎟ + ⎥
⎟ + ⎥ ( N − 1) ⎢ ⎜⎜
( N − 1) ⎢ ⎜⎜
⎟ 2
N
N
N
N
0
⎣ ⎝ 0 ⎠ 2⎦
⎠
⎦⎥
⎣⎢ ⎝

(A.9)

Let L denote the number of channel symbols per packet and let {S1, S2, …, Sn}be a
partition of the set of channel symbols. We define the PDSQ statistics vector, denoted Q,
as Q = {Q(S1), Q(S2), … , Q(Sn)} where each Si contains L/n symbols. We assume the
power in the desired signal P0 is constant over the entire packet where P0 = A02. Let the
power in the interfering signals for each symbol set Si be represented by P1(Si) = A12. In
our simulations we assume the interference power to be constant over the duration of
each set Si of symbols. Thus there can be at most n different measures of interference for
each packet transmitted. Extending (A.8) the PDSQ can also be denoted
N0
2
Q( S i ) =
.
N0 ⎫
⎧
( N − 1)⎨[P0 + P1 ( S i )]Tc +
⎬
2 ⎭
⎩
P0 NTc + P1 ( S i )Tc +

(A.10)

where the power in the desired signal is included in the denominator of the statistic.
Under the assumption that there is no multiple-access interference for at least one of the n
vector components, a reasonable estimate of Es/N0 can be derived from (A.10). Let q =
max{Q(Si): 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, which corresponds to the interval with the least interference power
present. Doing so assumes that the interference power in that interval is negligible (i.e.,
P1(Si) = 0). Also note the symbol energy Es is given by P0NTc. Thus (A.10) simplifies to
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q=

Es +

N0
2

N ⎫
⎧E
( N − 1)⎨ s + 0 ⎬
2 ⎭
⎩N

.

(A.11)

Solving for Es/N0 in (A.11) yields
N {q ( N − 1) − 1}
Es
.
≈ f ( q, N ) =
2 { N − q ( N − 1)}
N0

(A.12)

A.2 An Additional Approximation for Es/N0
Suppose that the power in the interfering signals for a given q interval is not equal to
zero (i.e., suppose P1(Si) = α). Let Iα = αTc be the energy in the sum of the interfering
signals for this particular interval. Substituting into (A.10) gives

q=

Es + I α +

N0
2

E
N
( N − 1) ⎧⎨ s + Iα + 0 ⎫⎬
2 ⎭
⎩N

.

(A.13)

Solving for Es/N0 in (A.13) yields

Es
= f I ( q, N ) =
N0

Iα
⎡ N {q ( N − 1) − 1}⎦⎤
⎡
I ⎤
N0 2 ⎣
= f (q, N ) ⎢1 + α ⎥ . (A.14)
2 { N − q ( N − 1)}
⎣ N0 2 ⎦

N {q ( N − 1) − 1} +

Note that equation (A.12) is the special case of (A.14) where Iα = 0. For a given
value of Iα > 0, the resulting estimate given by (A.14) would result in an Es/N0
approximation that is higher than that when the interference is assumed to be zero. Thus,
omitting the Iα value in the q statistic leads to a lower estimate of Es/N0 than the actual
value. Using Iα in the estimating function provides a more accurate measure of Es/N0
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when significant interference is present. However, values for Iα are not readily available
to include in an estimating function to approximate Es/N0.
The main problem in the above formulation is that there are two unknowns
embedded into the available measurements (P0 and P1). However, solving (A.10) for P0
in terms of unknown P1, measured value q, and N0 gives
P0 =

{q ( N − 1) − 1} ⎡ N
{ N − q ( N − 1)} ⎢⎣ T
0

2

c

⎤
+ P1 ⎥ .
⎦

(A.15)

In addition to the aforementioned PDSQ statistics is the automatic gain controller
(AGC) which provides a measure of the sum of the received power from the desired
signal, interfering signals, and thermal noise during a packet reception.
AGC = P0 + P1 +

N0 2
Tc

(A.16)

Substituting (A.15) into (A.16) and solving for P1 gives

⎡ N − q ( N − 1) ⎤
N0 2
P1 = ⎢
.
⎥ AGC −
N −1
Tc
⎣
⎦

(A.17)

Note that (A.17) provides an estimate of the interference power in terms of known
parameters (N and Tc) and measured values (q, AGC, and N0). Substituting this estimate
of P1 into equation (A.14) provides a new approximation of Es/N0.
Es NTc {q ( N − 1) − 1}
=
AGC
N0
( N − 1) N 0

(A.18)
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